Agricultural Sciences and Marine Sciences Business Center (AMBC) Organization Chart
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Yanli Zhang

Finance Coordinator
Dwight Brimley

Angela Born-Accountant 1
Natasha Gaspar-Accountant 2
YunLan Liao-Accountant 1
Cindi Mafit-Grant/Contract Coord
Piawah Sim-Fiscal Coordinator 2
Madelynn Wang-Accountant 2
Janna Whippo-Accountant 2
Wenjie Xu-Accountant 1
Vacant-Fiscal Coordinator 2
Blaine Baker-BPP
Mel Laam-Seed Cert
Jodi Keeling-Seed Cert
Cynthia Middlebrooks-Seed Lab

Finance Coordinator
Sarah Child

Clara Carter-Grant/Contract Tech
Stephanie Dewey-Grant/Contract Tech
Margaret Hamilton-Grant/Contract Coord
Jill Wait-Grant/Contract Tech

Jessica Jackson-Fiscal Coordinator 2
Sudie Swader-Fiscal Coordinator 1

Helen Brittain-Fiscal Coordinator 1
April Cummings-Fiscal Coordinator 1
Diane Franck-Accounting Tech
Gwen Frye-Accounting Tech
Michele Jones-Accounting Tech
Anne McCauley-Accounting Tech
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April Cummings-Fiscal Coordinator 1
Diane Franck-Accounting Tech
Gwen Frye-Accounting Tech
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Computer Coordinator: Dwight Brimley
Key Coordinator: Dwight Brimley
Student Supervisor: Dwight Brimley
Telephone Coordinator: Michele Jones
Website Coordinator: Michele Jones

Unit Assignments for Dee
CIMRS
COMES-Astoria
COMES-Newport
HMSC
MMI

Unit Assignments for Dwight
AG ED
CUF
MSI
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EOARC-Burns
EOARC-Union

Unit Assignments for Yanli
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ADMIN
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BEE
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HORT
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SEED CERT
SEED LAB

SUN
GRANT
SUST
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CGRB
CHEM
MICRO
PHHS
STATS
VETMED
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CAS Unit staff
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